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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the overall design of a small reusable spacecraft capable of flying to an asteroid
from low earth orbit, operating near the surface of the asteroid and returning samples to low earth orbit.
The spacecraft is in a 6U CubeSat form factor and designed to visit near asteroids as far as 1.3 AU from
the sun. Deep space missions are traditionally large and expensive, requiring considerable manpower
for operations, use of the Deep Space network for navigation, and costly but slow rad-hard electronics.
Several new technologies make this mission possible and affordable in such a small form factor: a 3 cm
ion engine from Busek for the low-thrust spirals, an autonomous optical navigation system, precision
miniature reaction wheels, high performance and nontoxic green propellant (HGPG) thrusters, and Honeywell’s new Dependable Multiprocessor technology for radiation tolerance. A complete spacecraft design
is considered and the paper includes details of the control and guidance algorithms. Simulation results
are presented for an example mission to Apophis, including: the earth outward spiral, sun-centered spiral
to rendezvous, and proximity operations with the asteroid.

tonomous with human supervision as a backup. This
spacecraft also tests all of the technologies needed for
Exploitation of asteroid resources requires reconnais- asteroid mining but at a much lower cost.
sance missions to many asteroids. For these to be affordable, the smallest possible spacecraft is desirable. The spacecraft employs the miniature ion engine for
This paper presents the design of a 30 kg spacecraft low thrust escape from earth orbit and for rendezvous
that can visit near earth asteroids and return to its with near earth asteroids. The satellite is nominally controlled with reaction wheels, with the HPGP
parking orbit for reuse.
thrusters used for momentum control and backup atIt is proposed that repeated reconnaissance missions titude control. Operations at the asteroid are peremploy a small space station in an 850 km earth or- formed using the HPGP thrusters for orbit control.
bit. The station may be robotic or have a small crew. The reaction wheels are Princeton Satellite Systems
Asteroid Prospectors are then launched from this sta- precision wheels which employ axial flux permanent
tion to visit the 9000 Near Earth Objects (NEOs), re- magnet motors with the magnets in a Halbach conturning with data and samples for processing on the figuration. The motor has dual magnet disks with
station or earth. The station, serviced by spacecraft the stator windings in the air gap between the rosuch as the Space-X Dragon capsule or the NASA tors. The magnet disks are magnetized using impulse
Orion spacecraft, would have a large receiving an- magnetization resulting in a robust design.
tenna to collect data from the many prospector satelNavigation from low earth orbit to GPS orbit is
lites in operation at any one time.
achieved using the GPS constellation with a GPS
The prospecting spacecraft could be refueled and re- based navigation system. Beyond that orbit the sysfurbished at the station. Most of the components tem uses the Optical Navigation System for naviselected have a 15+ year life but the ion engine needs gation. This system has two articulated telescopes
to be replaced every few missions. Testing of each which point at the star field and nearby planetary obspacecraft near the station is completed before send- jects. The planetary objects are used to get a measure
ing the prospector on an asteroid mission.
of distance for the navigation solution. GPS measurements and one-way range and range rate meaThe spacecraft is designed to be fully autonomous. surements can also be incorporated. The measureNavigation is implemented by employing the Opti- ments are incorporated in an Unscented Kalman Filcal Navigation System, developed for NASA under ter which has a full non-linear model of the orbital dyan SBIR contract. Near asteroid operations are auINTRODUCTION
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namics including n-body gravitation and solar pressure disturbances. This same system is used for relative navigation as the spacecraft approaches the asteroid and flies around the asteroid.

matching the asteroid’s orbital velocity. This propulsion phase employes the ion thruster with the reaction
control system used implemented for momentum unloading. Reaction wheels maintain the spacecraft attitude. Navigation is achieved using the optical navigation system which employs dual articulated telescopes. This system performs both absolute navigation and navigation relative to the asteroid.

The processor uses Honeywell Dependable Multiprocessor technology. This system uses multiple Cortex
processor and seamlessly switches when a single event
upset (SEU) or latch-up is detected. This allows it to
be used in interplanetary space where cosmic rays are
the source of SEUs and latch-up. Conventional radiation hard processors do not have sufficient throughput for the Optical Navigation System.

The reaction control thrusters are employed for control near the asteroid, to position the spacecraft
within reach of the robot arm which will be used
to collect samples and perturb the asteroid surface
for measurements. After surveying the asteroid and
collecting samples the spacecraft will transfer back
to Earth and spiral down to the 850 km parking orbit. Another spacecraft will return the samples to
earth. The robot arm, attitude control, and three
axis thruster control are integrated during robot arm
operation.

A sample mission to Apophis is considered in this investigation. Simulation results for the spiral phase
out from Earth, the transfer to the asteroid, and the
near asteroid operations phase are presented.
BACKGROUND

Operations near the asteroid are a form of formation
flying since the asteroid gravity is extremely small.
Flight proven algorithms developed for the PRISMA
rendezvous robots mission are used along with custom algorithms developed for this mission. A robot
arm is used to sample to surface and to operate a variety of tools using a changeable end-effector. Reaction wheels, thrusters and robot arm joint motors are
coordinated by the control system. A multi-spectral
camera is the other major scientific instrument and
will be used to identify iron-containing silicates and
metals that are common on asteroids.

To outline technology currently employed, several
previous asteroid missions are first considered. The
Japanese asteroid return mission Hayabusa [1, 2] employed wide angle cameras for onboard navigation, in
conjunction with Light Detecting and Ranging (LIDAR) for measurement of altitude with respect to the
asteroid Itokawa. A target marker was dropped to act
as a navigation aid by posing as an artificial landmark
on the surface. A laser range finder was used to measure the altitude as the spacecraft got close (less than
120 m) to the asteroid. Fan beam sensors detected
potential obstacles that could hit the solar cell panels.
The NEAR Shoemaker mission relied heavily on optical navigation [3]. The system located small craters
on the surface of EROS and used them as references. This enabled rapid orbit determination near
and around EROS. The more traditional approach of
using the planet centroids was not feasible due to the
irregular shape of EROS. The planet centroid technique was used on Mariner 9, Viking 1 and 2, Voyager
1 and 2 and Galileo. It was also used by NEAR on
its approach to the asteroid Mathilde. More recently,
this approach was used on the Mars Reconnaissance
Orbiter (MRO).

SPACECRAFT DESIGN

Overview

A complete spacecraft design is considered in this
investigation. The mechanisms, payload, communications, propulsion, thermal, data processing power,
robotic arm, navigation and guidance subsystems are
each discussed in detail.

CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS
The design incorporates a number of new and innovative technologies that make an asteroid prospecting mission achievable and cost effective. A model
representation of the spacecraft is displayed in Figure 1, providing a visual representation of all subsystem components.

The spacecraft is initially located in 850 km circular
orbit about the Earth, achieving this position by a
launch vehicle or departure from the proposed small
space station. The spacecraft spirals out of Earth orbit and then spirals to rendezvous with the asteroid
Mueller
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Mechanisms Subsystem

The mechanisms subsystem includes the solar wing
deployment mechanisms, the solar wing motors, the
omni antenna deployment mechanism and the deployment springs. The Optical Navigation System is considered part of the Guidance, Navigation and Control
Subsystem.

Payload Subsystem

The spacecraft carries the Condor5 VNN-285 MultiSpectral Imager, similar to the imager employed on
the Near Earth Asteroid Rendezvous mission to Eros.
It has five narrowband filters in the spectral range of
All key design parameters are highlighted in Table 1.
400 to 1000 nm which will be used to identify ironThis includes details about the orbit, power subsyscontaining silicates and metals that are common on
tem, mass, communications subsystem, and propulasteroids. The Multi-Spectral Imager takes frames
sion subsystem.
with a resolution of 1360x1024 pixels.
Figure 1: Spacecraft Design.

Table 1: Key Asteroid Prospector Data
Mission Plan
Parking Altitude
Max. Heliocentric Orbit
Power
Subsystem
Maximum Power
Minimum Power
Solar cells
Solar cell efficiency
Battery mass
Battery volume
Battery capacity
Mass
Bus dimensions
Mass Total
Mass Fuel
Communication
Subsystem
Communications
Comm Power
Propulsion
Subsystem
RCS Thruster Fuel
RCS Thruster Thrust
Ion Engine
Ion Engine Fuel
Ion Engine Thrust
Ion Engine Specific Impulse
Xenon tank diameter
RCS Delta V
RCS Isp
RCS fuel
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850
1.3

km
AU

272.6
161.3
Emcore ZTJ
0.295
3.986
2.016
530.2

W
W

kg
L
W-h

30.0 × 20.0 × 14.0
20
5.055

cm
kg
kg

S Band
7.3

W

HPGP
0.5
Busek Bit-3
Xenon
0.0019
2800
12.93
150
235
1.26

Communications Subsystem

The spacecraft is capable of transmitting one frame
from the Multi-Spectral Imager every 30 minutes
via a miniature deployable high-gain antenna that
is being developed by Boeing Defense, Space + Security (BDS). It packs compactly into a CubeSatcompatible box, and deploys out to a diameter of
more than 50 cm. The antenna uses the S-band frequency range, with a transponder that handles downlink data rates of 1kbps to 10 Mbps, and uplink rates
from 1 to 8 kbps. Each 1360x1024 frame from the
Multi-Spectral Imager is encoded in 8 bits per pixel.
Using JPEG 2000 lossless compression, our spacecraft
requires a data rate of 2.5 kbps, which falls into the
range achievable by the transponder.
When the spacecraft is not transmitting image data,
it use two S-band omni-directional antennas which
have no pointing requirement. Given the autonomous
design of the spacecraft, there is a very minimal data
rate requirement when the spacecraft is not at the
asteroid, which is achievable.

N

mN
s
cm
m/s
s
kg

Table 2 presents the link budget. Using a transmit
power is set to 5 Watts (6.99 dBW), and applying
conservative estimates for all losses, the resulting link
margin is adequate at 4 dB.
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Table 2: Link Budget
Parameter
Transmitter Power
Feed Loss
Path Loss
Frequency
Path Length
Antenna Gain
EIRP
Required Eb /No
Channel Bandwidth
Bit Rate
Boltzmann Constant
Absorption Loss
Polarization Loss
Rain Loss
Receive System G/T
Pointing Loss
Received Power
Total Power Received
at Antenna
Received C/No
Received C/N
Received Eb /No
Margin

He

Value
6.99
1.00
-252.72
0.30
344075101.00
2.54
8.53
9.59
56.99
33.94
-228.60
-0.15
-0.25
0.00
63.60
0.00
-244.60

Units
dBW
dB
dB
GHz
km
dB
dB
dB
dB-Hz
dB-Mb/s
dBW/Hz-K
dB
dB
dB
dB/K
dB
dBW

-242.06
47.60
-9.39
13.66
4.07

dB
dB/Hz
dB/Hz
dB
dB

HPGP

HPGP

Xenon

Bit-3

Propulsion Subsystem

The propulsion subsystems consists of eight High Performance Green Propulsion (HPGP) thrusters and
one Busek BIT-3 ion thruster. The HPGP thrusters
greatly simplify ground handling of the spacecraft as
the fuel is non-toxic.
Figure 2: Propulsion subsystem.
The propellant tanks employ a blowdown system
with helium pressurant. There are dual HPGP tanks
for redundancy and the thrusters are cross-strapped.
There is only a single xenon tank which makes it a
single point failure. Eight thrusters provide a one
thruster failure redundancy for 6 degree of freedom
(linear and rotational) control.

The Busek Bit-3 ion thruster is employed to perform
the Earth spiral out and the low thrust orbit transfer
to rendezvous with the asteroid. During this process
the HPGP thrusters are also fired for attitude control. Once at the asteroid, the HPGP thrusters are
solely utilized for near asteroid operations. The ion
thruster is employed again on the return trajectory.
The Busek Bit-3 is ideal due to its small, light, and
efficient qualities. It has a 3 cm diameter. The HPGP
thrusters have been used on the Swedish Space Corporation’s PRISMA mission. They use LMP-103S
fuel to replace the more commonly used Hydrazine.
LMP-103S performs better than Hydrazine and it is
also significantly less toxic and hazardous, ensuring
that it is easier, safer, and cheaper to transport and

Table 3: Thrusters
Engine
Manufacturer
Thrust
Specific Impulse
Power
Fuel

Mueller

Ion Engine
Busek BIT-3
1.9 mN
2800 sec
80 W
Xenon

RCS Thruster
ECAPS
0.5 N
235 sec
1W
HPGP
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work with. The current smallest HPGP thruster offers 0.5 N of thrust. However, only 1.9 mN is required
for the prospector mission. Smaller HPGP thrusters
are currently under development.
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Thermal Subsystem

Power (W)

Data Processing Subsystem
The high data processing requirements for this mission preclude the use of existing radiation hard processors, such as the RAD750 [4]. For this reason
the Honeywell Dependable Multiprocessor (DM) is
selected [5].
DM is an open architecture and software framework that enables reliable, COTS-based, high performance, scalable, cluster processing systems to operate in space by providing software-based SEEtolerance enhancement.
DM provides a highthroughput, scalable, and fully programmable processing solution capable of achieving high throughout density, high system availability (> 0.995), and
high system computational correctness (> 0.995) in
terms of the probability of delivering undetected erroneous or untimely data to the user, with platform, technology, and application independent system software that manages the cluster of COTS processing elements and enhances radiation upset tolerance. The platform, technology, and application
independent DM Middleware (DMM) is DM technology. DM technology is hardware agnostic. DM
was developed not to be a point solution, but to be
able to incorporate new technologies as they come online. DM technology’s platform-independence (hardware and software) has been demonstrated multiple
times on Pentium-based processors, Power PC-base
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Figure 3: Worst Hot Case
Mueller
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The maximum temperature the spacecraft will reach
is 60 deg C, and the minimum temperature is 2 deg
C, which is within the required thermal range. The
optical properties selected for these results is achieved
by coating the spacecraft with Tedlar white paint.

340

0.4

47

Figure 4: Worst Cold Case

This simulation is conducted over an elliptical orbit
where the distance to the sun, and hence the solar
flux magnitude, varies over time. The worst hot case
is computed for the spacecraft operating with 100 W
of power. The worst cold case assumes that the payload and other systems are not operating, dropping
the total power to 47 W.

0.2

1000
0

Time (years)

An isothermal analysis of the spacecraft, assuming
that the solar panels are thermally insulated and that
all power consumed turns into waste heat, was conducted to determine the thermal properties required
for the spacecraft. Using an absorptivity of 0.39 and
emissivity of 0.87 yields the results shown in Figure 3
and Figure 4.
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The thermal operating range of the spacecraft is limited by the HPGP thrusters, which have a nominal
range of 10 to 50 deg C. However, this range is flexible, so the spacecraft is designed to meet the thermal
requirements of the next most sensitive components
onboard. Thus, the design goals are to stay above 0
deg C, as required for the COTS processors, and below 60 deg C, as required for the S-band transponder.

300

2000
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processors, state-of-the-art multi-core engines, and,
most recently, ARM-based processors executing different Operating Systems including Linux and VxWorks.

of 21.6V to the power supply board, which has a conversion efficiency of 74%.
Robot Arm Subsystem

DM technology was developed to support a wide variety missions in different operating environments.
The DM Job Manager function includes redundancy
management. DM supports a variety of fault tolerance modes of operation including spatial and temporal self-checking and TMR (Triple Modular Redundancy). DM can adapt fault tolerance mode to the
radiation environment in real-time.

The robot arm subsystem is categorized separately
from the mechanisms subsystem. The spacecraft employs a 5 DOF robotic arm for sampling operations.
The arm features a circular gripping anchor to secure itself to the surface of the asteroid, with a coring
drill that extends through the center of the drill. The
spacecraft has a holding rack with slots arranged in
concentric circles to store the coring drill bits. They
are accessible through hinged flaps in the wall, allowThe spacecraft will use 7 COTS processors utilizing
ing the robotic arm to attach a new drill bit or store
DM technology to handle the processing requirements
one containing a newly acquired core sample.
of the mission. In addition, a rad hard space computer will be used for the system controller. The
ProtonX-Box is sized to the CubeSat frame, and has Navigation & Guidance Subsystem
interchangeable slices for modularity and scalability.
In addition to the rad hard computer, the spacecraft 4.10.1 Introduction
will use the power supply board for voltage switching
from the batteries’ voltage for use by satellite com- The guidance, navigation and control system is shown
in Figure 5. Software modules are shown in blue
ponents.
while all hardware is shown in green. The orbit determination software is based on the Optical NaviPower Subsystem
gation System which uses processed images from the
The breakdown of the spacecraft’s power generation camera and range / range-rate information from the
and consumption is listed in Table 4.
communications system to produce orbit state estimates. The guidance law uses pre-loaded ephemeris
Table 4: Power Budget
files and orbit determination solution to command
the spacecraft direction for thrusting, as well as the
Sub-system
Power (W)
Always On?
on/off state of the thruster. The target quaternion
Attitude Control System
13.6
Yes
is tracked using 3-axis attitude control with classical
Payload
12
At Asteroid
Ion Thruster
80
Not At Asteroid PID feedback control laws. This produces a stabiHPGP Thrusters
8
Yes
lizing torque demand that is physically achieved by
TT+C
2.5
Yes
optimally distributing forces to the RCS thrusters.
Data Processing
Max Power
Minimum Solar Power
Power Supply Efficiency
Power Delivered
Net Power

6.24
110.34
161.30
74%
119.4
9.06

Yes

4.10.2

Optical Navigation System

The Optical Navigation System is employed for navigation during all phases of operation [6, 7]. The system uses dual articulated telescopes shown in FigThe power subsystem consists of six lithium-ion bat- ure 6. Each telescope has a 100% fill factor CCD
teries, the solar cells, shunts and the power bus. imaging array and a mechanical shutter. The sensor
Power from the solar panels is delivered by means is cooled with a thermoelectric cooler. One telescope
of slip rings on the arrays, and the shunts are on the points at the star field, typically normal to the he± Y faces of the spacecraft which also serve as the liocentric plane. The other images nearby planets or
radiators. The six batteries provide a mean voltage asteroids for the position fix.
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Figure 5: Guidance, Navigation and Control.
The navigation solution is computed using an Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) that can accept any
combination of range, range-rate, planet chordwidths, angle measurements between planets or landmarks and angle measurements between stars and
planetary centroids or landmarks. The UKF employs a full nonlinear orbital dynamical model including spherical harmonic and n-planet gravity and solar pressure disturbance models. Each telescope provides its own attitude solution eliminating the need
for complex gimbal angle measurements.

ing multiple targets and by merging multiple frames
of data. The attitude determination system uses
the same UKF with the IMU angular rate data as
inputs. The navigation accuracy is limited by the
ephemerides errors of the target planets. Absolute
accuracies range from hundreds of meters in geosynchronous orbit to hundreds of kilometers in the region
around Jupiter to thousands of kilometers in the far
reaches of the solar system. During planetary or asteroid approaches the sensor switches to a relative
navigation mode.

The sensor includes two gimbaled telescopes, an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) and a processor.The
system reduces navigation errors by automatically us-
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The attitude quaternion comes from the IMU angular
increments. The absolute attitude and drift correction is from the star camera. The star camera supplies centroid locations in the focal plane, not complete quaternion, to the attitude determination system which uses an Unscented Kalman Filter to accommodate the nonlinear sensor models. Solar panel
currents and sun sensor measurements are automatically incorporated into the attitude estimated. While
they are less accurate than the star camera, they provide different geometric information and contribute
to the overall robustness of the attitude determination system.

MISSION ANALYSIS
Figure 6: Dual articulated telescopes for the
Mission Plan
Optical Navigation System.
The spacecraft is initially located in a low Earth orbit
and spirals out over several months using the lowthrust ion engine. It then continues its trajectory
4.10.3 Guidance
towards the asteroid, gradually matching its orbital
elements until it rendezvouses. At that point, the
The guidance system provides thrust vectors to the
spacecraft camera acquires the asteroid and it follows
attitude control system. The thrust vectors can be for
a direct approach until it is within a prescribed close
the reaction control system or the BIT-3 thruster.
range for imaging (e.g. 500 m). The prospector then
actively orbits around the asteroid using its reaction
control system. After several orbits it touches down
4.10.4 Attitude Control
on a spot on the asteroid using its robot arm for relative control. After contact operations are completed
Much of the core software flew on the Cakrwarta- it returns to the leader follower position. Additional
1 (Indostar-1) geosynchronous communication satel- orbits fully map the asteroid surface. Multiple conlite [8]. The three axis control system uses either tact operations may be performed until the RCS fuel
reaction wheels or thrusters. The controller in both is expended.
cases is a PID controller. The control automatically
handles inertia cross-coupling. The PID control has
Trajectory Design
build in quaternion tracking, inertial vector tracking
(for thrust vector control) and rate control modes. The design of the transfer trajectory is naturally diThe spacecraft has three orthogonal wheels and the vided into two phases: 1) Earth escape, and 2) asterRCS thrusters for attitude control and near aster- oid rendezvous. The Earth escape phase for continuoid maneuvering. The three-axis torque demand is ous low-thrust spacecraft involves a long orbit-raising
converted to reaction wheel torque demand using a period where thrust is applied along the velocity vecpseudo-inverse. The same demand is converted to tor. This produces a spiral trajectory stretching out
thruster pulsewidths using simplex. Simplex handles from LEO until the spacecraft reaches an escape vea three-value (three-axis demand vector when used locity. Additional control of the thrust direction at
just for attitude control and a six-value demand (force the end of the Earth needed is important to give the
and torque) when used for simultaneous maneuvering spacecraft a favorable initial condition for the renand attitude control. It can also handle the thruster dezvous phase.
maximum constraint and will fire more than n + 1
thrusters if one saturates. The pulsewidth command For the rendezvous phase, the spacecraft is initialized
period is greater than the control period to handle in a heliocentric orbit near Earth. The trajectory dethe finite minimum impulse bit of the thruster. The sign problem is to find a thrust control history that
nonlinear impulse vs. pulsewidth is also handled by causes the spacecraft position and velocity to match
the system.
those of the asteroid at a specified time. For near
Mueller
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Earth asteroids in general, this involves making small Apophis
but significant changes to all orbital elements. It is
therefore much more complicated than a simple orbit- The Apophis asteroid orbits the sun every 323 days
and has close encounters with Earth about once evraising problem.
ery 8 years. It had its most recent close encounter in
The low-thrust orbit rendezvous problem has been January of 2013, and there has been considerable atstudied for many years, with a variety of interest- tention lately related to its potential to impact Earth
ing approaches. Ref. [9] solves the problem of op- in 2036. A summary of the Apophis orbit and size is
timal low-thrust rendezvous with equinoctial orbital given in Table 5.
elements. This approach uses the indirect method,
Table 5: 99942 Apophis Data
solving the two point boundary value problem with
state and adjoint equations numerically integrated.
Attribute
Value
Unit
Ref. [10] solves for optimal low thrust transfers beSemi-Major Axis
0.922
AU
tween different Earth-orbits. Here, a direct optimizaEccentricity
0.1911
tion method is used with higher-order collocation.
Inclination
3.33
deg
More recently, Ref. [11] solves for different optimal
Right Ascen.
204.44
deg
Perigee
2.21
deg
low-thrust interplanetary transfers using a hybrid traDiameter
325
km
jectory optimization method with multiple-shooting
Mass
4×1010
kg
techniques. In addition, PSS has recently developed
solutions for fast Earth-Mars roundtrip trajectories,
which is a challenging double rendezvous problem [?].
The orbital elements of Table 5 are taken from the
JPL ephemeris at an epoch of 03-SEP-2009.

For many near Earth asteroids, the orbital elements
are very close to those of Earth. It is therefore possible to approach the trajectory design problem by
treating it as linearized relative motion about Earth’s
orbit. Optimal trajectory planning for relative orbital motion has also been widely studied. PSS has
recently demonstrated versatile planning methods for
collision avoidance maneuvers that are robust to initial state uncertainty [12, 13].

Distance (AU)

A plot of the approximate Earth-Apophis distance
over time is shown in Figure 7. This is generated
by a simple Keplerian propagation of the Earth and
Apophis elements. Although not suitable for any
high-fidelity predictions, it can be used to identify
future time windows for low-thrust transfers. The
regular 8 year period between close approaches can
In this paper, we apply successive linearization with be clearly seen.
Gauss’ variational equations to iteratively plan rela2.5
tive orbit trajectories for the Earth-to-asteroid rendezvous phase. We first compute the orbital element
2
differences between Earth and the asteroid. This rep1.5
resents the target state at the end of the transfer.
An initial transfer trajectory is planned by lineariz1
ing the motion about Earth’s orbit, with the terminal constraint of achieving the desired orbital element
0.5
differences. The control solution is then applied in
0
an open-loop non-linear simulation, which produces
2005
2010
2015
2020
2025
2030
2035
2040
2045
Time (yrs)
a different trajectory than the linearized model due
to the linearization errors. This new trajectory is
Figure 7: Approximate Projected Distance
then used as the reference orbit, and a new relative
Between Earth and Apophis
trajectory is planned with respect to it. This process
is repeated iteratively until the final state of the nonlinear simulation is sufficiently close to the desired
SIMULATION RESULTS
orbital elements.
Simulation results for a rendezvous with the Apophis Simulation Models
asteroid are provided in the next section.
The simulation model is a nonlinear six DOF rigid
body model with the addition of time varying mass.
The dynamics of time varying inertia and mass are
Mueller
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not included. The thermal model is an isothermal
model in which the spacecraft is a uniform temperature. The power model computes the solar flux
(which is also used in the thermal model) as a function of distance from the sun and the orientation of
the spacecraft. The reaction control system thrusters
and ion thrusters are ideal. The RCS thrusters
do not model minimum pulsewidth and assume linear impulse vs pulsewidth. Princeton Satellite Systems Spacecraft Control Toolbox for MATLAB is employed for all numerical simulations.

black dashed lines. The initial orbit is defined as the
heliocentric elements of the spacecraft at the end of
the Earth escape spiral phase. The mean anomaly is
not matched as this is controlled by timing the start
and duration of the transfer. For each of the remaining five elements, the sequence of interim solutions
is shown in shades of dark red, and the final element
history is plotted in red. These plots demonstrate the
effectiveness of the successive linearization approach.

Earth Escape
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As discussed previously, the Earth escape phase involves a spiral out from LEO. Thrust is applied in
along the velocity vector which gradually raises the
orbit. Simulation results are shown in Figure 8, with
the spacecraft initialized in a 850 km Earth equatorial orbit. The motion is simulated according to
dynamics of the Sun-Earth circular restricted threebody problem (CRTBP).
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Figure 9: Heliocentric Element Time-History
of Earth-Apophis Rendezvous
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The full transfer lasts for 395 days. The Semi-major
axis and eccentricity changes are fairly consistent
Figure 8: Low-Thrust Spiral Trajectory De- across the successive solutions. The right ascension
parting Earth
and perigee must undergo large changes, and so the
initial solutions have considerable linearization error
resulting in significant changes with subsequent traDue to the small acceleration, it takes nearly a year jectories. After the 6th iteration, all of the target
to escape Earth’s gravity well. This consumes about elements are reached to within 1%.
1/3 of the total delta-v of the spacecraft.
The control history is shown in Figure 10. Acceleration is applied in the local-vertical local-horizon
Asteroid Rendezvous
(LVLH) coordinate frame, consistent with Gauss’
Simulation results from the asteroid rendezvous phase variational equations. Here, x is the radial direction,
are shown in Figure 9. The initial orbital elements are y is along-track, and z is cross-track. A constant limit
plotted in blue, and the target elements are shown as of 11.9 mN is used for the thrust.
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force vector magnitudes. The elevation of the orbit
would be changed to survey the entire asteroid.
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Figure 10: LVLH Control Time-History of
Earth-Apophis Rendezvous
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−500
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After 30 days, an initial pulse of thrust is applied
Y
(m)
X (m)
in the −x (nadir) direction. This is followed by
a 105 day thrust in the along-track direction. ToFigure 11: Near asteroid operations.
gether, this serves to increase the semi-major axis
and eccentricity close to their desired values. The
cross-track thrust is applied in an alternating fashion at appropriate times in the orbti, so that the Figure 12 shows the pointing vectors and thrust vecright ascension and inclination simultaneously shift tors during the reorientation maneuver.
towards their target values. Finally, another alongtrack thrust is applied for 43 days at the end of the
transfer to reduce the error in semi-major axis and
eccentricity.
300
200

For asteroids, their gravitational sphere of influence
often resides within their interior due to their small
size. This is certainly the case for Apophis, which
has a 325 m diameter and an approximate mass of
4 × 1010 kg. At its surface, the gravitational acceleration from Apophis is still 200× smaller than that from
the sun at 1 AU. As a result, this acceleration can
be considered a negligible disturbance, and the motion of the spacecraft around the asteroid is achieved
completely by the acceleration provided by the RCS
system.

100
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Near Asteroid Operations

0
−100
−200
−300
400
200

400
0

200
−200
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Y (m)
Figure 11 shows the spacecraft using the RCS sysX (m)
tem to orbit Apophis. The spacecraft completes one
revolution of Apophis in one hour. The red arrows inFigure 12: Reorientation maneuver.
dicate the direction of the sensor boresight. The RCS
system fires tangentially and radially. The ACS system uses the wheels to point the camera at Apophis. Figure 13 shows the attitude quaternion during the
The force vectors lengths are the base 10 log of the reorientation.
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